Polar and azimuthal alignment of a nematic liquid crystal by alkylsilane self-assembled monolayers: effects of chain-length and mechanical rubbing.
Alkylsilane self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on oxide substrates are commonly used as liquid crystal (LC) alignment layers. We have studied the effects of alkyl chain length, photolytic degradation, and mechanical rubbing on polar and azimuthal LC anchoring. Both gradient surfaces (fabricated using photolytic degradation of C18 SAMs) and unirradiated SAMs composed of short alkyl chains show abrupt transitions from homeotropic to tilted alignment as a function of degradation or chain length. In both cases, the transition from homeotropic to tilted anchoring corresponds to increasing wettability of the SAM surfaces. However, there is an offset in the critical contact angle for the transition on gradient vs unirradiated SAMs, suggesting that layer thickness is more relevant than wettability for LC alignment. Mechanical rubbing can induce azimuthal alignment along the rubbing direction for alignment layers sufficiently near the homeotropic-to-planar transition. Notably, mechanical rubbing causes a small but significant shift in the homeotropic-to-tilted transition, e.g., unrubbed C5 SAMs induce homeotropic anchoring, but the same surface after rubbing induces LC pretilt.